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How Do You Listen to Radio Moscow? Moscow’s Broadcasters, ‘Third World’ Listeners, 

and the Space of the Airwaves in the Cold War 

 

Radio took its star turn across the globe in the third quarter of the twentieth century.  It 

was no new technology, of course; in many places, radio listening had become a staple of 

everyday life as early as the 1920s, and broadcasting figured prominently in the cultures of 

Depression-era capitalism, fascism, and Stalinism in the 1930s, as well as in the Second 

World War. But it was not until the 1960s and 1970s that radio broadcasting became a mass 

phenomenon worldwide, reaching not only urban populations, but rural ones, and not only 

in the ‘First’ and ‘Second’ worlds, but across the ‘Third’ as well.1  And a substantial portion 

of that reach – in some areas, the lion’s share- must be attributed to transnational 

broadcasters:  the BBC, the Voice of America, Radio Moscow, Radio France Internationale, 

Radio Monte Carlo, Radio Free Europe, Deutsche Welle, Radio Peking, the Voice of the 

Arabs, Radio Prague, All India Radio, Vatican Radio—a complete list would easily top one 

hundred, distinct transnational broadcasting operations.2   For many people around the 

world in the 1960s and ‘70s, then, radio not only entered everyday life; radio offered an 

entrée into a new, everyday, supra-national experience.  The airwaves constituted a new 

transnational space for politicking and preaching, socializing and educating, for sharing and 

promoting cultural experience.  

So far, so global.  Certainly, optimism about mass media ran high among modernization 

school thinkers mid-century in the Anglo-American world.  Broadcasting, many thought, had 

an exceptional capacity to push ‘backward’ populations into the modern world and drive 

socioeconomic development.3  ‘Radio, film, and television climax the revolution set in 

motion by Gutenberg’ enthused the influential American scholar Daniel Lerner in the 1950s. 
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‘The mass media [have] opened to the large masses of mankind the infinite vicarious 

universe.’4  Radio development was destined to spur human development by engendering 

empathy, extending community, and levelling both hierarchies and borders.  

If today, this pacific, communitarian vision of the twentieth-century airwaves has been 

overshadowed by one of combat, we can thank not only Cold War rhetoric (radio figured 

prominently in any discussion of East-West ‘propaganda war’), but also the history of 

broadcasting itself. 5   There was, after all, an inherent tension between the model of radio 

developed in the 1920s and ‘30s and the new realities of a global media age.  As historian 

Michele Himes reminds us, radio, ‘born in an era of nationalisms….marks a high point in the 

capture of a technology and a means of cultural production by the organs of the 

state…Radio was understood and shaped as fundamentally a national medium’.6  Yet as 

broadcasting expanded its technical capacity dramatically after the war and decolonisation 

threw new audiences into the ring, radio’s moment and the ‘Third World’ moment collided.  

In an era of imperial collapse and rising new nations, fundamental questions about media’s 

role in economic and cultural development and in promoting national interests on the world 

stage inevitably came to the fore.   Who had the right to speak to whom, and for whom? 

Was the transnational space of the airwaves one of mutuality or mastery?  Or, put another 

way, whose space was the airwaves—the broadcasters’ or the listeners’?   In the 1970s, it 

was these vexed questions about media space, voice, and sovereignty that took centre stage 

at the UN in the New World Information and Communication Order debate that pitched 

First, Second, and Third World into conflict. 

The Cold War so dominates our horizon for these years that we risk losing sight of 

cultural and social spheres that, however embedded in Cold War dynamics, did also have 

reference points outside them. Broadcasting is one such sphere:  the airwaves in this, 
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radio’s moment, were a far more variegated space than today we might imagine.  The 

leading station in the Middle East for many years, for example, was neither American nor 

Soviet but Egyptian-- the radical, anti-colonial Voice of the Arabs.7  Indeed, radio’s moment 

across the globe meant the birth of many new national broadcasters outside Europe and 

North America, some of which broadcast transnationally, and of a huge variety of non-

governmental initiatives (e.g. Catholic-run radios in Latin America, Radio Freedom and other 

anti-apartheid radios in southern Africa). Across large sections of the developing world, the 

dominant transnational broadcasters in the 1970s and ‘80s were American evangelical 

Christians stations relaying bible-thumping sermons in multiple tongues.8    Many 

broadcasters, in fact, were impressively polyglot: Radio Peking spoke no fewer than thirty-

eight foreign languages by the mid 1970s,9  and All India Radio, sixteen.10  The airwaves of 

the Cold War were diverse, dynamic, and unpredictable.   Many, though not all, listeners in 

the Third World had options, and all broadcasters did:  all broadcasters made choices—

choices about language, forms of address and style, about political and cultural content, 

about voice.  

The Soviet Union’s primary international service was Radio Moscow and, in the 1950s 

and ‘60s, it underwent a major expansion to become one the largest (and, by some metrics, 

the largest) broadcaster in the world.11  These years were a boom time for Soviet 

broadcasting across the board, but even in the context of a boom, the expansion of the 

international service stands out.12  Radio Moscow’s growth was in both scope (more 

countries) and intensity (more broadcasting hours), and the decision to pursue it came from 

the very top; it was at once an important dimension of the post-Stalinist leadership’s 

‘peaceful coexistence’ policy, foregrounding systemic competition over confrontation, and 

of its related turn to the decolonizing world as socialism’s putative great new frontier. The 
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most prominent changes in Radio Moscow’s profile were in its new outreach to Asia, Africa, 

Latin America, and the Middle East, the subject of multiple party decrees. Although Moscow 

launched multiple new language services already in the 1940s, it was in the late ‘50s and 

‘60s that the volume and range of broadcasts to the Third World increased markedly.13  

Reports for the period 1956-1961, for example, show a more than threefold increase in 

average daily broadcasts to the Arab world and document a leap forward for the Africa 

service from nil to seven hours daily. Further increases for Africa in 1962 and again in 1963, 

in response to Chinese competition, brought the total to eighteen hours and were facilitated 

by freeing up broadcasting stations previously committed to jamming.14  

The decision to expand Radio Moscow was promoted widely at the time as proof of 

Soviet might, modernity, and largesse.  The fact that Moscow now spoke to so many people, 

in so many different languages, across such vast distances, was itself a propaganda point of 

considerable power.  The trope of Moscow’s great voice breaking barriers, bringing the 

modern world to backward peoples, had been a war horse of domestic propaganda for 

decades: ‘radiofication’ had been an associate to ‘electrification’ since the 1920s.15   With 

the great expansion of Soviet international broadcasting in the ‘50s and ‘60s, the old horse 

got new legs: Radio Moscow demonstrated the Soviets’ enlightened/enlightening interests 

in the Third World.  The message could be tailored to the home audience and foreigners 

alike. Radio Moscow was, in this sense, very much more than the sum of its parts.  The 

impact of Soviet broadcasting cries out for analysis not only in terms of its content, but also 

of its identity as an institution and of the connections with listeners it cultivated and 

advertised– its ‘brand’. 

This essay analyses the Radio Moscow brand from the inside out- that is, by looking 

closely how Moscow’s broadcasters saw themselves, their work, and their listeners, 
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particularly their Third World listeners.  It is story of personal ambitions and 

professionalization, of ideological commitments and superpower politics. (The Cold War, 

though never broadcasting’s sole reference point, was an unavoidable force field for all.)  It 

is also a story of the choices Radio Moscow made about language, style, content, and voice, 

and the imaginative connections and even intimacy they projected.  Across Asia, Africa, the 

Middle East, and Latin America, the actual audience for Radio Moscow, as for its 

international competitors, was most often a tiny proportion of the adult population, as I 

discuss below.  Moscow’s broadcasters knew this, and they also envisaged and promoted 

relationships with Third World listeners using a range of methods, the most important of 

which was a worldwide listener survey program in the years 1967 to 1982. The twinned 

spaces of radio production and consumption, of broadcaster and listener, developed 

relationally, imaginatively, and sometimes argumentatively to create a new space: the 

airwaves.  In what follows, I propose to explore this space as politics, as social interaction, as 

experience.  What can the airwaves can tell us more broadly about the Second-Third World 

encounter as experienced in both ‘worlds’ and beyond? 

 

NATIONAL VOICES AND SOVIET INTERNATIONALISM 

The roots of post-war Soviet international broadcasting were in the pre-war Comintern 

operation, which relied heavily on political exiles (communists and fellow travellers) to 

produce programming.  Soviet dependence on foreigners continued well beyond the Stalin 

era and had certain liabilities.  The death of the lone Punjabi announcer in 1943, for 

example, meant Radio Moscow stopped its Punjabi service. Recruiting politically suitable 

professionals from India and other developing countries was no simple task; the Punjabi 

service did not resume until 1966.16  But in other respects, the model of ‘surrogate’ 
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broadcasting had major advantages. The idea behind surrogate broadcasting (Radio Free 

Europe/Radio Liberty is the exemplar) was to provide a national alternative to audiences 

living under repressive regimes and to use the airwaves to foster a community of like-

minded patriots.  This was transnational broadcasting as an open-throated rebuke to state 

broadcasting services; it was, as the Soviets and their allies complained, inherently 

oppositional.   But the space it offered was not foreign, by definition, but national: 

Hungarians speaking to Hungarians, Ukrainians to Ukrainians, and so on. In the words of 

George Urban (Gyorgy Ungar), RFE director in the 1980s, they were ‘in effect national 

“home” services speaking from abroad’. 17  In reality, RFE/RL not only employed many 

foreigners, but was a foreign operation-- funded covertly by the US government until 1971, 

and openly thereafter.  Yet even after its funding was exposed, RFE/RL was able to make a 

powerful case for its own legitimacy by giving voice to nationals.  Most national radio 

systems in the Second World ran surrogate services for their compatriots suffering under 

capitalism as well.  

In 1957, staff from Radio Moscow’s German editorial group wrote directly to Soviet 

Premier Khrushchev about the surrogate radio model, citing the widespread influence of 

RFE in what they called Hungary’s ‘counterrevolution’ the year before.   ‘The formal 

independence of Free Europe from any kind of state power provides it with unlimited 

discretion, and gives it the air of being objective and impartial.  Our radio is at a 

disadvantage in this respect [...] Moscow radio, being a state-run radio station, does not 

meddle in the internal affairs of other countries in conducting its propaganda. This deprives 

us of many opportunities to influence the formation of public opinion in those countries…’  

Their proposal was to develop a new, formally independent station along the lines of RFE, 
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based in the USSR and in the people’s democracies. ‘When living with wolves, howl like a 

wolf’, they argued.18  

The German desk’s proposal came at a time of not only galloping growth in the Soviet 

broadcasting system, but also turmoil; radio and television alike weathered an onslaught of 

critiques for incompetence in the 1950s and ‘60s.  The problems were extensive and, in 

many cases, intractable as the Soviet broadcasting system struggled to marry political 

demands to popular taste and to meet the challenges of competition in an age of 

intensifying media globalization.19  Radio Moscow was repeatedly criticized in party decrees 

for its lack of responsiveness, both to listeners’ specific needs as they varied by country and 

to events as they developed in real time.  Report from ‘friends’ (foreign communist party 

leaders) were not reassuring.  The general secretary of the Syrian party forwarded a twelve-

page dissection of Radio Moscow’s faults with detailed suggestions for improvement 

directly to the Central Committee in 1962.20  American communists on a friendly visit to 

Gosteleradio the year before had commented that Radio Moscow’s commentaries were ‘a 

little hard on the ear’ (tiazhelovaty na slukh). ‘It wouldn’t be a bad idea to back up your 

heavy artillery with humor sometimes’ to appeal to the American audience, they 

suggested.21   

In 1964, the Soviets launched a new station, Radio Peace and Progress, that in some 

respects patterned itself on the ‘surrogate’ model.  With the tagline ‘the voice of Soviet 

public opinion’, the new station was an arm of the Soviet Peace Committee, the Soviet 

Women’s Committee, the Journalists’ Union, and other so-called public organizations and 

thus officially independent of the state.  Factually, however, Radio Peace and Progress was a 

division of Gosteleradio using Radio Moscow equipment and supervised (like the public 

organizations themselves) directly by the Central Committee.  With its official non-
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governmental status, Peace and Progress was seen as capable of being more dynamic and 

hard-hitting, and there were calls for it to be expanded. Gosteleradio head Nikolai 

Mesiatsev, identifying responsiveness as the Achilles’ heel of Soviet media, argued forcefully 

for authorizing journalists to comment on news events in real time, rather than waiting for 

official approval—‘in the name of Soviet public organizations’— and cited Radio Peace and 

Progress publicly in 1966 as the model to develop further. He and others also called for a 

systematic program of coordination of foreign broadcasting among socialist bloc countries, 

the better to target resources where they would have the greatest effect and avoid 

duplication of effort.22    Mesiatsev’s advice was not effectively implemented on either 

point.23 

Radio Moscow remained the jewel in the crown, and like the BBC, the VOA, and many 

other state-run transnational broadcasters in the Cold War, it was ‘national radio on a large, 

imperializing scale’.24  But as the voice of the world’s first socialist state, it was also the 

embodiment of a new culture, socialist culture, which ensured that the people were ‘not 

only the creators of all of cultural values, but also their masters’.25  As such, Radio Moscow 

offered a solid ideological workaround to the question of voice, or who speaks to, and for, 

whom.  The fact that, in the USSR, the means of cultural production were in the hands of the 

working class guaranteed that all Soviet media, transnational or national, spoke in the 

people’s interest. When Radio Moscow launched its first broadcast in October 1929, the 

text was in German (and, later that year, French and Spanish), but its message went out ‘to 

the workers of the world’: the transnational media space it created was itself a perfect 

embodiment of the dream of internationalism, the borderless, global communion of 

labour.26  When four decades later, Radio Moscow spoke Swahili, Vietnamese, Arabic, and 

sixty-plus other languages, the circle widened in practical terms, but the people’s interest 
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remained indivisible, the identification of Soviet national and socialist international, 

complete.27   Or, to quote a 1964 Soviet textbook on international relations:  ‘The only true 

internationalist is he who supports the USSR.’28   

The question of voice, however, remained vexed all the same.  On the one hand, Radio 

Moscow’s very identity was defined by its mission to project and promote the USSR.  On the 

other, Moscow, as champion of Third World national liberation struggles, prided itself on 

giving voice to the voiceless, the silenced and oppressed.   Tension between these two poles 

was inescapable.   ‘Only socialism makes the press serve all the people’, Khrushchev 

lectured Third World journalists gathered in Moscow in 1963; it was necessary to seize the 

means of cultural production.29  But who best, then, to speak for socialism in the new 

nations of the Third World? Whose space was the airwaves?  

 

SPEAKING TO AND SPEAKING FOR 

Like all Soviet institutions, Radio Moscow structured its relations with the non-Soviet 

world in geopolitical, hierarchical terms. The largest editorial groups at Radio Moscow, and 

the ones with the largest budgets, were always those broadcasting to the Soviet Union’s 

Cold War rivals and to friendly socialist countries in east-central Europe. We might chalk this 

up to the predominance of English worldwide and to far greater numbers of speakers of 

European languages in the USSR than, say, Gujarati. But the dominating position of the West 

was always more than purely pragmatic in nature.  The US had, as the Soviets periodically 

complained (and blamed on American government manipulation), a tiny short-wave radio 

listening audience, and yet investments in the American operation ran high; the staff on the 

editorial group working for North America dwarfed that for any other country. 
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In more subtle ways, too, Radio Moscow’s institutional life revealed its vision of the 

world.  When administrators wrote up reports on their global operations, they not only 

divided the world into zones- ‘socialist’, ‘capitalist’, and ‘developing’- but also presented 

their findings unfailingly in that order.  This was also the routine order for all meeting 

agendas.   Memoirs and other first-person sources make it plain that the most prestigious 

postings for the press and the diplomatic corps were in the West. 30   Natasha Beglova, 

daughter of an elite international journalist, recalled a family acquaintance’s shock that her 

father had not interceded to have her diplomat husband posted somewhere other than 

Bangladesh. Her father, a socialist true believer, told her it was her duty, but pitied her all 

the same. 31  The geopolitical ranking was clear, and people knew where they stood.32   

In this sense, to say that the developing world was ever the apple of Radio Moscow’s 

eye is a distortion. The bipolarity of the Cold War may wear thin analytically today, but it 

was very much a reality of everyday life for the people who made Cold War cultures. Still, 

Radio Moscow, did expand the scale of its broadcasting to the Third World substantially 

beginning in the 1950s and, what is more, it did so in very specific ways.  In sheer volume, 

Soviet broadcasting to Asia, Latin America, Africa, and the Middle East never matched that 

of its broadcasting to the West; nor, for the most part, did it match the level of its Cold War 

rivals.   In Radio Moscow’s Third World operations, more striking and more telling in many 

ways than either the size of the staff or the number of broadcasting hours was the number 

of languages it spoke.   

Moscow, more than any other transnational broadcaster, committed itself to speaking in 

the listener’s native tongue.  The policy was far more than practical; in fact, in some cases, 

where linguistic expertise was short on the ground, and when many potential listeners were 

functional in a major western language like French, it was highly impractical—expensive, 
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cumbersome, and inefficient. In the Khrushchev era, the files of the broadcasting 

administration, like those of many other institutions, are peppered with directives and plans 

to train more language specialists.  Only 5% of Radio Moscow employees were members of 

foreign communist parties in 1961.33  One Norwegian representative of that group, Morten 

Jentoft, sent by the Norwegian communist party in the 1950s, noted a marked change from 

the late ‘50s on, as new language specialists came to outnumber the old timers. He also 

detected a demotion of Norwegian in Radio Moscow’s attention and a growing emphasis on 

the new nations and languages of the Third World.34 

How should we understand the huge premium placed on native tongues, if not native 

voices? Many of young people who came to work at Radio Moscow (and other foreign-

facing institutions) trained in an area studies framework, and not all of them graduated with 

strong language skills. One journalist, who later went on to work at Radio Moscow, recalled 

in a 2016 interview how mightily he had struggled to understand his hosts on his first post 

abroad – in his case, as a translator in Cuba; he, like many in his cohort, had little exposure 

to the living language and saw himself as a regional or national specialist first.35  We might 

imagine that with experts like this, Radio Moscow was finely tuned and highly differentiated 

in its approach – one message or genre for west Africa and something very different for, say, 

Egypt or Finland or Mexico.  This was the image conveyed in the Cold War press in the US, 

which fretted paternalistically at times about populations in the Third World lacking the 

sophistication to resist communist broadcasting masterminds.36 It was also the image Radio 

Moscow promoted about itself, both internally to radio staffers and externally to domestic 

and international publics. But the reality of day-to-day broadcasting was rather more 

routine.   
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Radio Moscow did sometimes adapt its approach to target audiences, as scholars have 

demonstrated in relation to specific events, such as the Suez Crisis and the Chilean coup, as 

well as to more open-ended campaigns, including the targeted use of Alfred Schnittke’s 

composition Nagasaki in anti-nuclear, anti-American programming to Japan in the 1960s and 

of child-focussed anti-war programming for Vietnam in the 1970s.37  We also have some 

evidence of editorial groups pursuing in Moscow could be responsive to signals from Soviet 

embassies.38  Personalities could come into play.  The long-term employment of specific 

announcers, who sometimes enjoyed, relative to domestic Soviet broadcasting, greater 

latitude to develop their own on-air personas, had an impact on the tone of different 

editorial groups’ broadcasts. (Joe Adamov, who featured on the North American service for 

thirty years, is a prime example.)39  Yet while Radio Moscow did allow some scope for 

variation, it was also well known among media professionals as ‘the tomb of the unknown 

journalist’. The sobriquet had a twofold meaning. Not only were RM staff unknown to 

listeners within the USSR and little known outside it (given the tiny audience size), but much 

of what the work they did was not, to their journalists’ eyes, journalistic .40   

The great bulk of Radio Moscow programming was produced and standardized centrally 

(‘simply “came down” from the top’ said Norwegian Jentoft): central editorial groups wrote 

texts in Russian in set categories, and editorial groups for the different regions translated 

and recorded them for broadcast.  Renata Lesnik who worked on the Hungarian desk in the 

1970s, recalled she and her colleagues referred to the boxes where they collected these 

texts as ‘the feeding trough’.41  According to Radio Moscow’s in-house journal, ‘Foreign 

Broadcasting Bulletin’, the role of materials from these central sources actually increased as 

of the mid-1960s in response to ‘increased anti-Soviet imperialist propaganda’.42   For a 

sense of the themes, we can look to the collection of texts for use in foreign broadcasts 
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published in the ‘Bulletin’ in 1971: ‘The leading role of the communist party’, ‘The 

Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU)- organizer of five-year plan fulfilment’, ‘Why 

does the USSR have one political party?’, ‘Who can become a member of the CPSU?’43  

Reports from foreign correspondents were rare, as were interviews and unscripted, ‘talk 

show’ format broadcasts, such as Adamov’s long-running show,  ‘Moscow Mailbag’.44  

Looking at the schedules for any given day across the world, a large share is identical.  I will 

return to this theme below, but for now, I want to query again the commitment to native 

languages.  Given the limited resources, why bother? 

The fact that the territory of the Soviet Union was itself famously polyglot and had a 

complex history of language politics is important here.  Soviet nationality policy tended to 

fuse linguistic and political identity. In the USSR, while not every language group had a state 

formation (in the Soviet sense-- socialist republic, autonomous republic, etc.)—indeed, most 

language groups did not-- every state formation had to have its own language; most people 

in Belorussia may well have spoken Russian day-to-day, but an essential part of what made 

their state theirs, the BSSR, was that they had a language, Belorussian. Language in this 

sense trumped ethnicity because language was understood to be the bedrock of national 

culture.  Soviet modernization ideology regarded cultural development grounded in native 

language as a critical component of overall economic and political development.45 

In the everyday of the USSR, all sorts of institutions and attitudes worked to promote 

Russian-language dominance.  Khrushchev, and later Brezhnev, spoke enthusiastically about 

Russian as a lingua franca and, more radically, about the coming ‘merger’ of nations that 

would liquidate cultural barriers once and for all.  But the equation ‘language-culture-state’ 

remained valid and potent.  Language was always about much more than communication; it 

was about culture, and culture was about mastery (the people as culture’s masters) and 
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respect.  The identification was mapped out very clearly in international relations textbooks, 

which cautioned budding diplomats that the language chosen for negotiations held ‘great 

political significance’. The fact that Bengali had been designated the working language in 

Bangladesh’s negotiations with the USSR, a first ‘for a young state, fighting for its to 

international recognition…attracted huge attention throughout the world and especially 

inside the country itself’, one text explained.46 

It is to this kind of language politics that we must look to understand the structures and 

mores of Radio Moscow.  Broadcasting was coded as enlightenment (the electrification of 

the mind), and enlightenment, or cultural development, was best realized in native tongues.  

Broadcasting was also, in the transnational context, a kind of disembodied mobile embassy 

– radio as diplomatic mission--where respect for the culture of the host country was crucial.   

Respect was best concretized in language.  It is a point Frederick Barghoorn, a canny 

contemporary scholar (and former press attaché in the US embassy in Moscow) made as far 

back as the 1950s.  ‘Soviets leaders…,’ he wrote, ‘have demonstrated considerable 

sensitivity to the self-image of almost every kind of national and cultural group. They seem 

to realize more clearly than Americans or even Western Europeans that one of the most 

effective ways of flattering an individual is to express appreciation of his national language, 

literature, and art’.47  Finally, size, or scale, mattered– a point noted by historians of Soviet 

science and technology, but no less valid, in its own way, in communications and culture. 

Polyglot Radio Moscow embodied Soviet ‘gigantomania’, or fascination with large-scale, 

standardized projects.48  The sheer number of broadcasting languages was indexed to the 

Soviet Union’s might, modernity, and leadership on the world stage.  

What this meant in practice was that the space of Radio Moscow production was an 

extraordinary combination of diversity and sameness, cosmopolitanism and mono-
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culturalism.  Radio Moscow pursued its audience primarily through language; its linguistic 

diversity went unmatched and cannot be dismissed.  This was the giving of voice, of a kind – 

the airwaves as a space of linguistic and cultural assertion for populations around the world.  

Yet Radio Moscow also created a space of great sameness and uniformity, a worldwide 

mono-culture of socialist internationalism.  It would be a mistake, however, to conclude that 

this mono-culture was generated automatically, or carelessly, with no thought for the 

audience. On the contrary, its standardized form was very much calibrated to an abstract, 

imagined audience. 

Exhortations to know the audience and tailor production to the audience were a 

constant feature in the broadcasting world; they appear routinely in criticism and self-

criticism, in audits, in decrees improve the service, from the 1950s on.49  Broadcasters 

worked according to plans: take the ‘Plan to propagandize the decisions of the CPSU 

September 1965 Plenum’ for example.  Each of the editorial groups produced a list of 

programs they planned to produce in conjunction with the plenum—titles and short 

descriptions—which they then presented to the central radio administration, which 

presented them to the relevant CPSU department for approval.  The plan specified that 

broadcasts would be ‘differentiated’ into three groups: socialist world, capitalist world, 

developing world, with the following emphases: broadcasts to socialist countries were to 

stress the Soviet Union’s role in building the material-technical base for communism in the 

interests of the whole socialist camp;  developing countries would hear most of all about the 

superiority of socialism over capitalism for economic development, and about how the 

economic development  of USSR was in their interests; and broadcasts to the capitalist 

world would unmask the lie that the Soviet system was moving toward convergence with 

capitalism.50  The radio administration discussed these plans at the highest level: Mesiatsev, 
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generally approved them, though he worried that they were overly defensive where they 

should be offensive (‘we need to attack and attack, beat, hit’) and too far removed from the 

necessary ‘historical’ approach.  What they needed to do, he said, was ‘demonstrate more 

widely and more fully to every country, using historical examples from our country, the 

experience of our country, the experience of building socialism over every year of the 

existence of the Soviet state.’51  Differentiation was a matter of emphasis or shading, and 

though it is not uninteresting (more on this below), the fundamental message was the 

same.52  It was targeted to the audience, but not about the audience; it was about ‘the 

experience of our country’; it was about the USSR. 

Of course, we might answer. What else would it have been about?, we might ask.  (The 

BBC External Service’s mandate was, for a time, ‘the projection of Britain’.  The Voice of 

America was the voice of America.)  But we might also remind ourselves of the visionary 

connection in Soviet history between radio and enlightenment, and between radio and 

empowerment (giving voice to the voiceless), and, indeed, of the rediscovery of the Third 

World in the 1950s and all those trained-up area specialists sitting at their desks.  We can 

reclaim our ability to imagine options.  The surrogate radio model was one; mass education 

and mass entertainment were others.  Radio Moscow broadcasting to Africa did have the 

choice to broadcast about Africa, to Latin America about Latin America, or to both about 

each other, and so on.  

Instead, the pattern of coverage of Third World news broadcast on Radio Moscow 

showed a strong kinship with that of the VOA and other western broadcasters:  when an 

African, Asia, or Latin American country was discussed, it was in the context of the 

relationship to the broadcasting nation (what the US, USSR etc. is doing in X country), of 

problems and negative events (crises, natural catastrophes etc.), or of East-West conflict.  
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Algeria was unlikely to hear about Indonesia and vice versa (barring crises) and Algeria and 

Indonesia heard very little about themselves unrelated to the Soviet world. The Cold War 

context and the identity and activity of the broadcasting nation, in other words, thematically 

overrode all other considerations.  The Third World nation itself was instrumentalised. The 

space of the airwaves was not its own.53  

In the 1970s, it was precisely these issues that gave rise to accusations of western media 

imperialism from the Third World nations and calls for a New World Information and 

Communication Order (NWICO) under the auspices of Unesco.  Here, the Soviet Union 

joined a coalition of African, Asian, and Latin American states (many part of the Non-Aligned 

Movement) to demand a more equitable distribution of media resources worldwide, 

meaning not only technical resources, such as radio frequencies and satellite access, but 

also the resources of voice and space.  The argument was that the domination of global 

media by Western corporate and state interests inevitably led to the exclusion and 

distortion of Third World stories.  African, Asian, and Latin American nations had the right to 

occupy transnational media space on their own terms- to tell their own stories, in their own 

voices.54  Among the proposed solutions were a UN-funded Third World news pool, to 

counter the hegemony of Western news agencies, and increased international regulation of 

media operations to ensure each nation’s ‘informational sovereignty’.  

On the level of state policy, the USSR and its allies in Eastern Europe were vigorous 

proponents of the NWICO.  The Soviet Union’s own transnational broadcasting never 

embodied its model, nonetheless, and it what did embody was no less universalizing (and, 

arguably imperialistic) than its western competitor: the polyglot, mono-culture of socialist 

internationalism. The point was not lost on many policymakers in the Third World who, 

though making common cause with the Soviet bloc in the NWICO struggle, sought to limit 
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bloc culture in their own countries as much as, and sometimes more than, Anglo-American.  

Support for stiffer regulation of transnational media flows, in other words, suited different 

parties for very different reasons.  Ironically, Soviet-sponsored initiatives (for example, to 

restrict direct satellite broadcasting) were embraced by many Third World leaders as 

protection against Soviet broadcasting.55  

 

RADIO MOSCOW KNOWS ITS AUDIENCE: THE WORLDWIDE SURVEYS 

For an enterprise that involved so many thousands of hours of labour, that so 

preoccupied political authorities and publics, it is remarkable how little is left of Soviet 

transnational radio broadcasting and, in particular, broadcasting to the developing world.  

True enough, the archives in Moscow are crammed with the authorized scripts, and thanks 

to Cold War-era American and British monitoring services, we have an enormous stock of 

transcribed broadcasts worldwide as well.56  Determining what was said to whom and when, 

while not always easy, is not the problem. How did Radio Moscow talk to its Vietnamese 

audiences about American racism?: what did Radio Moscow say around the globe on the 

100th anniversary of Lenin’s birth?; how did Radio Moscow frame the politics of the invasion 

of Afghanistan in 1979?– all of these are knowable things, and there is analytical mileage to 

be gained in knowing them.57  But radio is more than texts: radio is producing and 

consuming—both activities embedded in social contexts and also themselves social (or para-

social) interactions.  At least as important as knowing what was said is how it was said, and 

how it was heard.58  Scholars have postulated that the nature of short-wave broadcasting 

technology conditions the kind of space it creates for listeners:  because listening very often 

involves searching for frequencies and coping with interference, the shortwave listener 

must be more committed and, by extension, emotionally invested.59  There are traces of a 
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bygone listener culture for Soviet bloc radio stations on the web today (QSL cards and other 

memorabilia, for example, posted by former hobbyists), but little more.  An important 

forum for Cold War-era sociability once embodied in sound now sits on the page, stony 

silent.  

Simo Mikkonen, a pioneer in the history of Soviet foreign broadcasting, concludes this 

realm of sociability must remain elusive: ‘any far-reaching conclusions about the audience 

are impossible to make’.60  He is in good company, given the notorious difficulty of 

reception studies.  Even media ethnographers-- people who watch other people watch TV, 

for example-- struggle to come to analytical terms with their observations and what they tell 

us about audience engagement.  They are troubled by the problem of extrapolation from 

the specific to the general and aware that the questions they ask have everything to do with 

the audience they ‘get’; or to put it another way, the audience they can imagine is the 

audience they find, and not necessarily the audience in a global sense.61   This problem of 

imagination touches people broadcasting at least as much as social scientists studying it.  

Radio Moscow was no exception.  Its five worldwide audience surveys, conducted between 

1967 and 1982, show broadcasters finding an audience, responding to an audience, and 

attempting to build relationships with an audience.  The data they collected are, as we shall 

see, overwhelmingly and fascinatingly subjective, with a great deal to say of about how 

Radio Moscow saw itself and the world.  Yet for all their subjectivity, they can also help us 

reconstruct something of a portrait of listenership for Radio Moscow and further our 

understanding of the airwaves as an interactive social and political space. 

 

Throughout the Cold War, western broadcasters sometimes went to extraordinary 

lengths to research their audiences in the Soviet bloc:  dummy post box addresses were 
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established so would-be correspondents might write in undetected by the local authorities; 

researchers were sent incognito to trade fairs and other international venues to chat up 

guests from the Soviet bloc about their listening habits.62   Research on audiences in other 

parts of the world was both more straightforward and systematic. The BBC, VOA, and other 

western broadcasters regularly commissioned market and opinion research firms to conduct 

listener studies across the globe.  A 1988 article by the former Head of International 

Broadcasting and Audience Research at the BBC, Graham Mytton, summarizing these 

findings gives a sense for the overall dimensions for the Third World.  In Nigeria in 1983, for 

example, BBC compiled data showed regular audiences (as a percentage of the adult 

population) ranging from 12.9 for the BBC to 1.9 for Eternal Love Winning Africa, an 

American-funded evangelical Christian service, with Radio Moscow at 2.4.  In Peru that year, 

the highest share was for another Christian station, HGJB the Voice of the Andes (7 percent), 

with the BBC coming in at 4.2 and Radio Moscow at 1.8, roughly the same as Deutsche 

Welle.  Audiences shares did bulge in some regions: in Asia for the BBC and All India Radio, 

for instance (one-third of Bangladeshi adults for the BBC Bengali service, 1983), or in Dakar, 

Senegal for Radio France International in French (nearly forty percent in 1987).  But across 

the board, region by region, the tables are dotted with single digit and fractional 

percentages for all transnational broadcasters.  Radio Moscow did not pass the single-digit 

barrier in any region.63  

In the Soviet Union, sociological research of the type used to produce the BBC’s statistics 

had a chequered history.  For a brief period in the 1960s, the broadcasting administration 

did have a ‘scientific-methodological’ department, a media sociology division, which 

conducted formal research on the domestic Soviet audience using surveys and statistical 

modelling.  But the department was very short-lived; in the more conservative political 
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context of the 1970s (post-1968), media sociology was deemed unnecessary, and possibly 

disruptive, for domestic broadcasting operations.  The time-honoured tradition in Soviet 

media was to rely on written correspondence to assess the audience—in effect, to equate 

mailbag and audience.64  ‘No matter what its contents and who wrote it, the very fact that it 

was sent to us can be considered as proof of the effectiveness of our broadcasts,’ declared 

Radio Moscow’s in-house journal.65   Like all Soviet media operations, international radio 

received a huge amount of mail (upwards of 100,000 letters a year in the 1960s and over 

200,000 in 1975)66 and devoted considerable resources to it; letters were translated into 

Russian, read, and categorized by theme, discussed and used in program planning; every 

letter earned a reply, at least in theory (practice evidently sometimes lagged), and many 

letters also triggered souvenir gifts.  Editorial groups organized contests to stimulate 

correspondence, such as ‘What do you know about the USSR’?, a quiz put on by the Latin 

American desk in 1956 and answered by 140 listeners, each of whom got a small prize, such 

as a set of postcards or a book.67   In 1973 alone, Radio Moscow sent out 290,000 letters 

and packages.68 Editorial groups were judged by the volume of their correspondence and, to 

a lesser extent, by how prompt was their response.   

The Radio Moscow worldwide survey program represented a singular mode of research: 

a hybrid of the Soviets’ great letter fixation and the sociological survey model.   In scope and 

complexity, it was a remarkable operation. The first of the five worldwide surveys, in 1966-

1967, entailed distributing 73,000 questionnaire forms (one-two pages) printed in no fewer 

than thirty-nine languages.  Subsequent studies, in 1970, 1974, 1980, and 1982 were larger 

still: 89,000 questionnaires in forty languages for 1974 study, an astonishing 137,000 in 

forty-six languages in 1980.  Completed surveys were returned to Moscow to be tabulated, 

translated into Russian (the open-ended questions, typically two of fifteen), and analysed.  
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As in any survey research, distribution numbers dwarfed returns, but even at the overall 

rate for the 1974 survey, 23%, this still meant over 20,000 items to be processed.  As of 

1974 the records mention using a proto-computer (punch card) system located at the USSR 

Council of Ministers.  But even this brave new world of automation still meant sifting 

through mountains of correspondence by hand.   

Thinking about Radio Moscow’s research program, we need to visualize those 

mountains of hand-written letters and survey forms, and imagine the individuals with the 

linguistic abilities to process them—the rare Gujarati speakers of Moscow, the Swahili, the 

Arabic, the Japanese.  How often would these people have had contact with native speakers 

or seen the native language penned?  Piece by piece, they translated faraway voices into 

Russian, coded them for use on the proto-computer system, then counted them, sorted 

them, and studied them.  The reports they produced bristled with impressive-looking 

statistics, with percentages calculated to the decimal point. (I have rounded them up here.)  

But the research process itself was intimate and laborious, and in fact, the hard work of 

knowing the audience had begun long before and fed into the research design.69   

Radio Moscow’s distinctive research method was to survey only its known and 

presumed listeners; it eschewed sampling and other techniques. The title of the first survey, 

‘How Do You Listen to Radio Moscow?’, is indicative of its approach.  Known listeners were 

people who had corresponded with them in the past and were logged, by hand, in its 

extensive card catalogue system; in theory, every single person who had ever written in- to 

ask a question, make a suggestion, participate in a quiz—was meant to receive a Radio 

Moscow survey form.  Presumed listeners were defined as members of friendship societies 

and other communist-party affiliated groups, local Friends of Radio Moscow clubs, and 

Russian-language students.  
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The approach was a pragmatic one, no doubt- a palliative for genuine headaches 

with survey distribution, particularly in the developing world.  But much more than that, I 

think, it was also a principled stance, motivated by ideas of self and other. When Radio 

Moscow staff discussed research results in their in-house journal, for example, they 

consistently (and at least in print, unreflexively) substituted the set of the letter writers and 

survey respondents for the audience as a whole. The individuals in their address books were 

not seen as a self-selected group; they were their listeners. And the task at hand was not so 

much to respond to their opinions, but rather to know their opinions in order to assess to 

what extent they were ‘prepared for the reception of our programs’.70  In other words, 

although Radio Moscow was working through broadcasting’s innate blindness no less than 

the BBC or any other international broadcaster, its research method obviated the problem 

and made the imagined listener real, tangible, and visible.  My point is not that Moscow’s 

broadcasters were wrong about their audience. (We do not know.) My point is that they did 

not see themselves in their research; they did not conceptualize the problem of their own 

imaginations. 

Who was it that Radio Moscow saw via its research? Unsurprisingly, listeners 

appeared divided- first, by historical stage of development (socialist, capitalist, developing) 

and second, by language. Whereas production was organised geographically (the Latin 

America editorial group, the Japan editorial group), survey results were always grouped in 

developmental terms for analysis: Colombian alongside Cameroonian, but not Cuban, 

Vietnamese with Polish and Hungarian, but not Indonesian.  Within this framework, the 

socialist and capitalist worlds had the bigger presence. Listeners from the socialist bloc and 

the capitalist world dominated both the Radio Moscow mailbag and the survey returns: not 

only did a larger number of surveys get distributed in those areas, but they also had a higher 
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rate of return.   To give one example, of the 30,000 surveys returned for the 1980 study 

(from a total of 137,000), 14,000 came from the socialist world, 10,000 from the capitalist 

world, and 4000 from the developing world [sic].71 

As viewed through the prism of the surveys and other correspondence, the three 

worlds’ audiences were thought to differ in some basic respects.  As a rule, capitalist world 

listeners were most likely to criticize programming and to express political opinions at odds 

with the Soviet line; developing world listeners were most likely to write about Soviet 

foreign policy and to express praise and gratitude for Soviet aid and for Radio Moscow 

itself.72  Socialist bloc listeners distinguished themselves by addressing Radio Moscow as an 

institution with some familiarity.  A good number wrote about themselves and asked for 

help of some kind – sorting out housing problems, for instance—and offered suggestions for 

improvement in programming based on their domestic radio services.73  But both socialist 

and developing world listeners often expressed themselves using stylized political language-

- the language of the propaganda pamphlet or, for that matter, the Radio Moscow 

broadcast.  ‘The decisive role in the crushing defeat of imperialist Germany belongs to the 

world’s first socialist state. This victory marked a fundamental historical breakthrough: the 

founding of the socialist camp and collapse of the colonial system’, wrote a listener from 

Argentina in 1975.74  ‘Today all Somalis understand that they are the builders of their own 

country’s future’, read a letter from Somalia that same year.  ‘It is the Somali Revolution 

that gave them this power, bringing to their lands the ideas of Great October, of Marxism-

Leninism’.75  A listener in Syria wrote to say: ‘a celebrated event in the life of the Soviet 

people will take place in the coming year: the 25th Party Congress of the Communist Party of 

the Soviet Union’. He continued, ‘The peoples of the Arab countries delight in the 
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achievements of the Soviet Union whose flag has been flying over the planet for fifty-eight 

years already, inspiring people in the struggle for justice’.76   

Although Radio Moscow considered developing world listeners its most 

complimentary on the whole, its reports are also full of their suggestions for improvement, 

usually in response to an open-ended question on the survey.77  These ranged from general 

recommendations for things like changes to broadcasting schedules and programming 

(‘More programs for the former Portuguese colonies. Your programs really help us build 

socialism’, wrote a man from Guinee-Bissau78 and ‘unmask the reactionary essence of 

imperialism, Zionism, and Maoism more actively’, suggested a Tanzanian)79 to the very 

specific.  ‘You should devote time every day, if only five to ten minutes, to the high 

principles of V.I. Lenin…’ (India);80 ‘Broadcast more interviews with foreign guests in the 

USSR [...] In part, I would like to hear Africans themselves comment on African events’ 

(Nigeria);’81 or ‘Introduce a program ‘Letter of the day’ in which you would name the author 

of the most interesting letter’ (Pakistan).82    

Listeners often complained about announcers’ archaic language and pronunciation; 

one sent a detailed list of specific sounds (in Bengali in this case) for them to work on; while 

another offered: ‘Try to be closer to conversational language. Take the BBC and VOA as an 

example’.83  Music was another frequent focus, in particular, requests to broadcast less 

Soviet music, and more music from the listeners’ regions. A young man from Israel wrote to 

say he did not think Radio Moscow paid enough attention to ‘Arab and Eastern songs. But 

you are broadcasting for Arabs after all. Your broadcasts should give Arabs the chance to 

feel that only they are being broadcast to’.84 ‘Soviet music is probably very good’, offered 

one listener, ‘but it’s not popular in East Africa, so broadcast African music.’85  
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TOWARDS AN (NOT THE) AUDIENCE  

Radio Moscow’s audience materials present a seductive combination of precise 

maths (’47.6%’) and first-person expression.  But they are not scientific studies, and 

interpreting them presents challenges on multiple levels.   To begin, we should be clear that 

what we have are not the surveys and letters themselves, which were not archived, but 

rather excerpts chosen by Radio Moscow staff: selected quotes from a self-selected group—

a subset of a subset.   (I will return to this point later.)  We know that citizens of socialist 

countries, at least, did approach their domestic media in similar ways: to ask for advice and 

assistance and to signal political allegiances.   (Radio Moscow commented drily: ‘evidently, 

the Polish desk at Radio Moscow is now considered a division of Radio Poland’, as Polish 

listeners wrote requesting, among other things, sheet music and television parts, advice 

about how to choose a university, and medical interventions. )86  But what are we to make 

of listeners from Asia, Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East writing to Moscow to 

praise Brezhnev, laud the heroism of the Soviet people in the fight against fascism, and ask 

for more of what was, after all, the very bread-and-butter of the broadcasting schedule 

(Lenin, Soviet foreign policy, the history of the Soviet stroi and so on)?   

One point to consider is the process that went into preparing the audience materials 

we have; it goes without saying that the selection of quotes from surveys and letters was 

tendentious, and we cannot be sure what did not make the cut. Renata Lesnik, whose very 

first task as a new hire on the Hungarian desk was to prepare a program ‘We Respond to 

Our Listeners’, recalled that when she wanted to answer a lengthy letter accusing the USSR 

of inflaming tensions in the Third World, a colleague told her it was clearly from one of their 

‘crazy’ correspondents (they kept a list) and she must ignore it. ‘We don’t argue with crazy 

people’.  She was counselled told to look for letters from ‘our faithful friends, like Malych, 
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from the Koposzvar [sic] Meat Factory’ who wrote ‘wrote about interesting topics and 

exactly as needed’.87 

In some cases, the comments from Third World respondents are so polished as to 

read like one of Radio Moscow’s own broadcasts; in others, they read like a rehearsal for 

something, as if the person writing were practising a language, flexing its muscles.  Some 

correspondents did mention that they relied on Radio Moscow for their work in political 

agitation, and given the connections between radio listening and educational institutions 

(Russian-language clubs, political study groups), a performative element makes some 

sense.88  Lesnik noted, too, that many of the letters she saw had been written by students as 

a class assignment.  It is also worth thinking about how actively Moscow encouraged people 

to write, distributing souvenirs and making it clear that everyone stood a chance of having 

their letters read on air; they also ran regular lotteries with prizes to stimulate survey 

returns.  Some listener input shows a keen awareness of these incentives.  ‘I think it is 

essential for you to improve your work with listener letters: your answers often arrive with 

great delay. I advise you to send listeners photos of RM staff and souvenirs, as do the BBC 

and Deutsche Welle, for example’, wrote a Nigerian student.89  Other correspondents bring 

in elements of playfulness and friendly flattery. ‘I get a great deal of pleasure from your 

broadcasts’, wrote one Indian peasant listener. ‘We get a lot of interesting and useful 

information about the Soviet Union and the world situation from them. You write that you 

will send listeners a present for participating in this survey. I think that we are the ones who 

should send you presents for your work’.90   There are notes of formality and informality, of 

artificiality and of what comes across on the page at times as heady political exuberance.  

Interpreting this global chorus of voices effectively would mean somehow getting to 

grips with what the basic act of writing and listening to Moscow—and listening to radio, full 
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stop-- meant in vastly different contexts.  Anthropologist Debra Spitulnik dissects this point 

powerfully in her work on radio in Zambia.  ‘From both an ethnographic and theoretical 

standpoint’, she writes, ‘we need to remain aware that the individual interpretive moment 

of decoding a media message may not be the only-- or, indeed, the most significant—aspect 

of what a particular media form “means” in a given sociocultural context….the impact of a 

media technology changes with both its context and the activities [e.g. cooking, cleaning, 

driving, socializing] that accompany it.  This forcefully suggests how media create social 

spaces but simultaneously merge with them’.91    

Radio Moscow’s two largest cohorts of correspondents in the 1973 were the Polish 

and the Japanese, and yet it is hard to imagine two settings more different than 1970s 

Poland and 1970s Japan. Roughly the same number of letters came to Radio Moscow that 

year from Bangladesh (687) as from Tanzania (693) but was there anything else to link 

them?92  What did it mean to complete a survey in a Quechua-speaking village in Peru sent 

by the only broadcaster in the world who spoke your language, in Moscow, when compared 

to the experience of corresponding from, say, New Delhi or Algiers, where the airwaves 

teemed?  Is there anything to connect these varied experiences?  

How Radio Moscow broadcasts merged with social spaces across the world 

depended on a wide range of factors, as identified by media scholars in other contexts: the 

nature of the technology used (portable or fixed radio sets); ownership practices and the 

status of radio listening in a given social context (who controlled the set?); the quality of the 

signal, and whether listening demanded close attention or allowed people to continue other 

activities, such as housework, at the same time (a key factor in the gendered use of media 

worldwide, researchers have found); the legality or illegality of listening; to name but a few. 

Spitulnik herself found that in Zambia at that time of her research, the late 1980s, the radio 
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experience was shaped predominantly by the mobility of the technology in use (transistor) 

and the ways that radio listening interacted with local kinship patterns and status relations. 

The ownership of the radio space was not only a metaphorical question, but a literal one 

with real-life consequences for how people were and were not able to listen and interact 

with the information broadcast.93 

There are some hints in the surveys and letters about listening practices around the 

world.  The issue was one that interested Radio Moscow, which held strong opinions about 

what constituted good listening.  The ideal, or ‘active listener’, was one who listened in a 

group, rather than alone, who listened regularly (preferably daily and over a long period of 

time, not sporadically), who listened to specific programs, as opposed to tuning in 

haphazardly, and finally, one who was  in contact with Moscow.94   Surveys were in fact 

partly a ‘listener activation’  technique (Radio Moscow’s term), a method for getting people 

involved;  several of the questions addressed these points directly (e.g. ‘How often do you 

listen to RM? Daily/2-3x per week/a few times per month/once per month or less’), and so 

Radio Moscow had some data at its disposal to say that listeners in certain regions were 

more likely to tune in as groups than as individuals, or that people in one of the three 

‘worlds’ tuned in less frequently than another.  Considering these hints, we need to keep in 

mind the specificity of the survey, its self-selectivity, along with the very selective nature of 

the data Radio Moscow generated about it.  It makes no sense based on this data to speak 

of the ‘Third World audience’ for Radio Moscow, or the African one, or even, say, the 

Ethiopian.   

Yet even so, Radio Moscow research does tell us about something about someone, 

about an audience, if not the audience:  the people Lesnik’s colleague tagged as ‘faithful 

friends’, the substantial group of people who took the time and expense to write.   And from 
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this group, a portrait emerges marked overwhelmingly by two characteristics: youth and 

male gender. The predominance of young (under thirty) men in the group is mostly 

consistent worldwide, but particularly striking for the Third World, where in some countries 

it reached well over 80% of listener-correspondents, a large proportion of them students.95  

The space of Radio Moscow and institutional educational spaces very clearly overlapped, 

particularly with reference to Russian language teaching.96   References to studying Russian 

in the letters and surveys are very common. What is more, the general portrait of the 

listener as young man can be shaded in with some details (again, based on the research): he 

was someone interested in politics, above all, eager to learn, pro-Soviet, urban, and inclined 

to listen often with friends and family.97  A significant proportion of listeners in Radio 

Moscow’s files were also repeat correspondents: they listened to Moscow, wrote letters to 

Moscow; they cultivated a relationship. Radio Moscow understood them as the future 

leaders of their countries, but also elided the distinction between them as a specific group 

(listeners on the rolls, so to speak), the ‘developing world audience’, and the Third World as 

a whole. 

 

Transnational radio broadcasting in the Cold War-era generated new spaces – not 

the ‘infinite vicarious universe’ of Daniel Lerner’s revelry yet, for many people across the 

globe, a genuine fissure in the familiar, unprecedented in scope, that exposed new worlds 

and opened new options. Political struggle drove radio’s great expansion into the ‘Third 

World’, and Radio Moscow was of course a political enterprise, as were the other great 

‘national radios on an imperializing scale’, the VOA and the BBC, and many Third World 

broadcasters, too.  But as the Radio Moscow case shows, the airwaves were as important a 
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social space as a political project, and possibly more effective as a social space than anything 

else. 

Year after year, every carefully produced report on Radio Moscow’s correspondence 

contained the same listener critiques: the programming was wooden and generic, ‘hard on 

the ears’. Yet, paradoxically, people listened and people wrote.  Soviet foreign broadcasting 

was very much a generic product- a universal by design, not incapacity.  But a huge portion 

of its broadcasting practices -- contests, gift-gifting and correspondence, reading listener 

letters on air, calling out listeners’ names on air--  was oriented toward generating a specific 

experience of community, a space in the airwaves that reflected an ideal of internationalist 

intimacy or, in the socialist idiom, ‘friendship’.   Think again of those huge stacks of letters 

and surveys waiting for translation in Moscow, and of the Soviet people who would have 

done that work: for most of them, their primary travel experience in the region of their 

expertise was in the lines of those letters.  (For many of them, it would be their only 

experience.)  And think of a young male listener writing his third letter to Moscow that year, 

congratulating the Vietnamese on their victory and Brezhnev on his recent speech, 

requesting more Lenin lessons or African music, suggesting programs about mechanization 

in agriculture, the Soviet way of life.  Who was he?  The written record offers a good deal 

more certainty about Radio Moscow’s imagination than his.  Like the broadcasting itself, the 

written record instrumentalises the ‘Third World’ subject as a vehicle for political aspiration 

and personal longing. Yet for all its subjectivity, it also suggests that tens thousands of 

people around the globe did find in Radio Moscow a space for themselves:  an 

internationalist intimacy, a social space of respect and belonging.   
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